Our Investment
Strategy

Like a telescope, we scan the economic horizon, seek out
the best opportunities for you and make adjustments to
ensure everything in your financial situation is clear, firm
and focused.

Keeping the telescope perfectly balanced
is the tripod – the seamless integration
of accounting, financial planning and
investment management. By bringing
these three areas together, we are able
to clearly define your goals, build solid
financial plans and stay focused on
growing customized portfolios for your
unique situation.

Our team of knowledgable, experienced
and dedicated professionals manage
investment portfolios for families,
individuals, private companies, estates and
trusts.

About IAIC
•

Investment management firm providing
in-house discretionary money
management since 1999

•

Managing over 2,900 households and
$2.5 billion in client assets

•

Supported by 45 employees, 15+ of which are
registered to manage client assets

•

Independently owned by accounting firms

•

Focused on accounting firm clients

•

A proud member of PMAC1 and registered with
regulators across Canada

What Makes Us
Unique
Integration of a professional
team focused on all of your
financial needs (investment
management, accounting
services, financial planning, life
insurance)

•

As an IAIC client, your best
interests alway come first

•

Customized investment
portfolios unique to your
financial situation

•

Strong emphasis on tax
efficiency and overall tax
planning

•

Disciplined and conservative
approach focused on
preserving your wealth

•

Reliable, unbiased, and
independent research and
analysis

•

Flexibility to ease into market
when investing

•

Integrating additional
investment considerations
(e.g., outside investments/real
estate holdings/employment
exposure)

Client Experience
•

You will receive solid advice, professional client
service and a customized portfolio solution that
meets your individual financial needs

•

You will benefit from a stong professional
relationship that is built on trust, dependability
and integrity

•

IAIC integrates its financial planning and
investment management services with the
knowledge and advice of your accountant

•

We will work with you to ensure we clearly
understand the full picture of your financial and
personal situation and always keep your best
interests at heart
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Mission
We integrate financial planning and investment management with the services of independent
accounting firms. We maintain the integrity, trust and professionalism that is the foundation of the
client- accountant relationship by always serving the best interest of our clients.

How IAIC Helps You
Regular interaction
with your financial
planner and accountant

Proactive rebalancing
of client portfolios

Customized
tax-efficient portfolios

Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG)
scoring

Socially Responsible
Investing (SRI)
preferences
accomodated

Client Services
IAIC integrates its financial planning and
investment management services with the
knowledge and advice of the client’s accountant.
Rather than only focusing on your investments, our
financial planners and portfolio managers, along
with the accountants and advisers of independent
accounting firms, work as a team to ensure we
clearly understand the full picture of your financial
and personal situation and use this knowledge to
ensure vision, focus and balance in your finances.

Forward-focused
year-end tax planning
(dividend planning,
capital gains/losses)

Aligning your
investment
portfolio with
your financial plan

The IAIC and Custodian
Relationship
IAIC uses the services of third-party investment
custodians to maintain the custody of our clients’
assets. All of our clients have their own accounts
with the investment custodian, meaning their
assets are always held in their own name.
IAIC clients have the option to choose between
National Bank Independent Network (NBIN) or
Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC for their custodian
services. NBIN and Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC
are both members of CIPF.
IAIC is a proud member of the Portfolio
Management Association of Canada (PMAC).

Strategic Portfolio Asset Allocation
IAIC adheres to a diversified investment approach. Investments are categorized into asset classes,
then diversified among numerous securities and sectors, all of which are guided by strategic protfolio
management disciplines. Here is an overview of how typical IAIC portfolios are structured, which can
then be tailored to goals and objecives, specific to the individual client.

ASSET CLASSES

SECURITIES & SECTORS

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

GOVERNMENT BONDS
INCOME PRODUCING

CORPORATE BONDS
PREFERRED SHARES
INCOME TRUST UNITS

BOND LADDERS
Diversified to protect against default
and interest rate volatility
Allocate for tax efficiency
Limited length to maturity

CANADIAN EQUITY

FINANCIAL
UTILITIES
INDUSTRIAL

U.S. EQUITY

CONSUMER

Review and maintain sector
weighting

RESOURCES

Monitor economic activity
Consider the impact of local and
world events

INTERNATIONAL EQUITY

MULTI INDEX-BASED

Accomodate SRI preferences
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Investment Management
Strategy
IAIC delivers an integrated approach to
managing your portfolio with focused and
balanced investment advice that’s unique
to your financial situation.
All investment portfolios follow IAIC’s Six
Step Investment Management Process:

1
2
3
4
5
6

We gather all facts needed for a
comprehensive understanding of your
situation.
A specific investment policy statement (IPS)
is developed for your goals, objectives, risk
tolerance and any SRI preferences.

Review your current assets and develop a
customized portfolio strategy.

Discipline and Diversification
•

Value based independent fundamental
analysis

•

Diversification

•

Asset and sector allocation

•

Review entry balance – every client, every
quarter

•

Core pick list of our “best ideas”

•

Strict value discipline and buy up to targets

Value Investing
TOP DOWN APPROACH
ENVIRONMENT

Industry Fundamentals
Regulatory Issues
Cost Structures
Competition
ESG

Implement the strategy.

Regularly review and re-balance your
portfolio and assess performance.

Finally, we regularly review your situation
and the appropriateness of your IPS.

Growth
Leverage
Dividends
Cash Flow
Book Value
Earning (P/E)
Relative Values
Earnings Quality

FINANCIAL
BOTTOM UP APPROACH

ESG and SRI Investing
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Investing
means considering ESG risks and opportunities when
selecting appropriate investments during the construction
of a portfolio. For example, a poor ESG score may cause
an investment manager to lower its assessed value of the
company, whereas a superior ESG score may cause the
manager to increase its assessment of the company’s
value. In some cases, an investment manager may adopt a
policy of not investing in a company with a poor ESG rating,
regardless of how favourably the manager assesses other
factors that affect the valuation.
These “ESG” factors are typically taken into consideration:

ENVIRONMENTAL

GOVERNANCE

Workforce
Human Rights
Diversity
Supply Chain
Board Independence
Board Diversity
Shareholder Rights
Management Compensation
Corporate Ethics

Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) means targeting your
investing away from companies that operate in ways that
conflict with your personal values. For example, you may
not want to invest in certain companies or industries that
involve alcohol, tobacco, weapons, fossil fuels, etc. SRI
can also include cause-related investing – i.e., investing
your funds in companies involved in activities you believe
should receive financial support. Where possible, we
accommodate your SRI preferences.
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SOCIAL

Natural Resource Use
Carbon Emissions
Energy Efficiency
Pollution / Waste
Environmental Opportunities
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